WE ARE
RÖHM
TRADITIONALLY INNOVATIVE
We are a leading supplier of methacrylate business. As a global company with around 3,500 employees, we are represented on four continents. Our broad product portfolio includes the world-renowned PLEXIGLAS® brand and its most important raw material, methyl methacrylate, which we manufacture in a global verbund. We also produce methacrylate resins for the production of road markings, as well as and cyanides for the mining industry.

Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) products from Röhm are sold on the European, Asian, African and Australian continent under the registered trademark PLEXIGLAS®, in the Americas under the registered trademark ACRYLITE®.

We supply growth markets such as the automotive, electronics and construction industries. Our global production network and regional positioning enable us to respond to changes in our markets and supply our customers quickly and reliably.

Sustainability is an integral part of our business strategy. We assume responsibility for our climate, society and the limited natural resources. By the year 2050, we want to not generate any more greenhouse gas emissions and therefore produce climate-neutral.

With their expertise, creativity and passion, our employees are constantly developing innovative ideas. With this passion, they successfully face the changing times and adapt to new market requirements around the globe.

Since Röhm was founded by Dr. Otto Röhm and Otto Haas in 1907, the company has been characterized by pioneering inventions and the courage to break new ground. In the 1930s, Otto Röhm succeeded breakthrough with the development of an innovative acrylic glass: PLEXIGLAS®.